INTRODUCTION
============

The accurate segregation of chromosomes between daughter cells is an essential step in cell division. Errors in this process lead to aneuploidy and can result in cell transformation or death ([@B11]). The kinetochore is a network of protein complexes that assembles on centromere regions of chromatin and acts as the connection point between chromatids and the spindle microtubules that segregate them into daughter cells ([@B33]; [@B5]). Kinetochores must sense microtubule attachment and determine whether this attachment of sister chromatids is to the same or different spindle poles ([@B14]; [@B16]; [@B29]). The stable engagement of a kinetochore is regulated by the Aurora B kinase, the activity of which has been shown to reduce the affinity of several kinetochore proteins for microtubules ([@B3]; [@B24]). A single unattached or incorrectly attached kinetochore is sufficient to trigger the spindle assembly checkpoint and halt progress into anaphase, preventing cell division.

Once all of the chromosomes in a cell preparing to divide are correctly bioriented and satisfy the spindle assembly checkpoint, chromosomes must be pulled apart into daughter cells ([@B33]; [@B5]). An essential function of the kinetochore is to couple chromosome movement to microtubule depolymerization. Kinetochores are able to track depolymerizing microtubule ends and harness the energy released during microtubule depolymerization to move chromosomes to opposite spindle poles ([@B12]).

The molecular mechanisms by which chromosomes attach to kinetochores have remained a great mystery since the mitotic process was first visualized. The spindle microtubule is a dynamic polymer, and the mechanism by which a stable connection to an actively polymerizing/depolymerizing microtubule end can be maintained is still unclear. In budding yeast, in which there is a single microtubule attachment per kinetochore, the heterodecameric Dam1 complex has been shown to be an essential component of the yeast outer kinetochore and to form closed rings around microtubules in vitro ([@B4]; [@B17]; [@B32]). The observation that Dam1 complexes can bind microtubules and assemble into rings ([@B8]; [@B17]; [@B32]) captured the imagination of kinetochore biologists and satisfied a prediction made two decades earlier that an encircling coupler could tether chromosomes to disassembling microtubules ([@B12]). Functional, in vitro studies followed, showing that Dam1 could recapitulate many essential functions of the kinetochore: it tracked the plus end of a microtubule, generated a highly processive attachment, and could utilize the energy released by microtubule depolymerization to drag a load poleward ([@B1]; [@B34]). Taken together, these observations strongly point to a model in which the ring form of the Dam1 complex is used as a topological constraint to processively "surf" along the depolymerizing end of the microtubule as the protofilaments peel back ([@B8]; [@B17]; [@B32]), although the physical details of how this molecular coupling is achieved are still under debate ([@B1]; [@B34]; [@B7]; for a recent review see [@B19]). The attachment of the Dam1 ring to other kinetochore proteins could then stably tether the chromosome to the end of a spindle microtubule.

The in vitro reconstitution of the 10-protein Dam1 complex made it possible to carry out electron microscopy (EM) studies of the complex. EM is ideally suited to visualize the Dam1 complex not only alone, but also, most important, self-assembled around microtubules into rings and spirals that interact in a novel manner with the underlying tubulin ([@B17]; [@B32]). Three-dimensional (3D) EM reconstructions provided the first structural views of the Dam1 complex and ring structure ([@B31]; [@B22]). The 13-protofilament microtubules are surrounded by 16 repeats of the Dam1 complex oligomerized into a ring, or a turn of a spiral ([@B34]), with the most proximal visualized mass of the Dam1 complex positioned ∼20 Å away from the ordered microtubule lattice ([@B32]; [@B31]; [@B22]). This distance and the accommodation of different repeats are achieved via interactions that are mediated by flexible elements in the Dam1 complex (likely in the proteins Duo1p and Dam1p; [@B9]; [@B18]) and the disordered E-hook of tubulin (C-terminal tail of tubulin, highly charged with glutamic acid residues and involved in interaction with a number of microtubule-associated proteins) ([@B32]; [@B22]).

A number of studies have provided information on the protein interactions within the Dam1 complex. A two-hybrid and targeted binding assay approach to identifying pairwise binding partners within the complex, as well as binding partners of Dam1p in the rest of the kinetochore, showed Dam1p, Duo1p, and Spc34p to be central interaction hubs in the complex ([@B25]). A mutational and selective expression approach also shed light on how the complex is organized ([@B18]). Absence of Hsk3 results in two subcomplexes---Ask1p-Dad2p-Dad4p (which does not bind to microtubules) and Dam1p-Duo1p-Spc34p-Spc19p-Dad1p-Dad3p (which does bind to microtubules but does not form rings). In the absence of Dam1p, the complex that forms is also missing Duo1p and the Dad1p--Dad3p dimer (which can be expressed and purified independently and forms a stable structural module). Thus Dam1p and Duo1p have been proposed to form a structural unit ([@B18]). Recently the Dam1 complex was used as a proof of concept for a novel high-throughput domain interaction mapping technique ([@B10]). In this study, two-hybrid interactions between proteins were monitored after generating many truncations of each protein through a selective PCR step. The process favors the minimal PCR product and, therefore, the smallest protein fragment that still supports binding between the two proteins. Using this powerful tool, the authors were able to map the minimal domains needed for binding in a complete map of the complex.

Defining the architecture of the Dam1 complex and its self-assembly into a ring structure is essential for understanding the mechanisms by which rings may contribute to the end-on attachment of spindle microtubules to chromosomes ([@B26]; [@B27]) and how the complex couples microtubule disassembly to processive chromosome movement. It is also crucial for determining how the assembly of the ring could be regulated and how the ring could attach to other components of the kinetochore. To understand the assembly of Dam1 into rings, it is necessary to address two major structural questions: How are the 10 proteins that make up each Dam1 complex organized within the structure of the complex? And how do Dam1 complexes associate when they oligomerize around the microtubule?

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Localization of Dam1 complex subunits by maltose-binding protein labeling
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although a wealth of biochemical information has been generated concerning the connectivity between the proteins within the Dam1 complex, structural markers do not yet exist to fit this interaction map onto the structure of the complex. Several regions of the complex are of particular importance. Knowing which proteins exist at the interfaces between complexes within the Dam1 ring could direct genetic and biochemical experiments to further our understanding of the biological importance of Dam1 complex assembly in vivo. In addition, identifying proteins at the Dam1--microtubule interface or those exposed at surfaces available for connection(s) with other elements of the kinetochore is vital to understanding the activities of the Dam1 complex.

To locate individual protein subunits within the Dam1 complex, we constructed an N-terminal maltose-binding protein (MBP) fusion protein of each of the 10 Dam1 complex proteins and, in each case, purified each fusion protein associated with the respective other nine wild-type subunits of the complex. Our strategy was to image these 10 different tagged complexes by negative-stain EM, to carry out two-dimensional (2D) classification and alignment of particle images, and to generate high--signal-to-noise class averages. Detection of additional density in a class average generated from images of tagged complexes of a particular subunit, compared with wild-type complexes, would indicate the location of the MBP-labeled subunit. This type of strategy was used successfully for other complexes ([@B2]; [@B6]). Ten different complexes were expressed, each with one tagged and nine wild-type subunits. Each was purified through a hexahistidine (6xHis) tag on the MBP using nickel bead chromatography followed by gel filtration. Initially we assumed that some of the tags would be in locations that would interfere with complex formation. Surprisingly, all of our tagged Dam1 complexes expressed well and were purified as complete 10-subunit complexes (Supplemental Figure S1), with one exception: the complex containing the MBP--Dam1p construct failed to express and could not be purified. Each of the other nine complexes containing a tagged subunit was also competent to bind to microtubules and oligomerize into rings or spirals ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). That the MBP tag does not interfere with oligomerization is likely due to the rather long, 22--amino acid unstructured linker region between the MBP and the start of each fused protein.

![Binding of MBP-labeled Dam1 complexes to microtubules and assembly into rings and spirals visualized by negative-stain EM. The MBP-tagged subunit is indicated. All MBP-tagged Dam1 complexes were competent for binding to microtubules and formed rings or spirals around them.](4335fig1){#F1}

Although the length of the linker avoided the problem of steric hindrance and allowed successful complex reconstitution, its flexibility, in fact, proved a disadvantage in some instances in our efforts to create a detailed structural map of subunit location. Flexibility in the linker prevented the MBP tag from assuming a unique position, blurring out the MBP density in our class averages. Thus we were able to locate only four of the MBP tags, which were N-terminally attached to the four largest subunits within the Dam1 complex. In addition, we previously located the position of the C-terminal end of Dam1p using an alternative approach. Our previous structural analysis of a Dam1 complex containing a truncated form of Dam1p lacking its C-terminus revealed that this region is located in the protrusion of the unassembled complex ([@B31]). Including results from this additional localization study indicated that the total mass of the labeled proteins accounts for almost three-fourths of the complex. These experiments all rely on the fact that the readout in an EM image is a map of protein density. If mass is added, through the nonintrusive MBP protein tagging, or removed, through a domain deletion analysis, the location of the mass that appeared or disappeared in the resulting class-average images compared with those from wild-type Dam1 complexes is a direct readout of the location of that tagged or truncated protein subunit.

The MBP-tagged complexes were prepared for negative-stain EM as previously described for the wild-type complex ([@B31]) with small modifications as outlined in *Materials and Methods*. Particles (images of protein complexes) were then manually selected from the EM micrographs. Reference-free 2D classification and alignment were used to generate class averages with good signal-to-noise ratios. Class averages corresponding to dimers of Dam1 complexes were further analyzed because, in such cases, appearance of extra density corresponding to the MBP label should be present twice and in a similar location for each complex within the dimer. Observing extra densities in two equivalent locations within each dimer class average provided an internal control that the changes seen were in fact due to the added MBP tag.

[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows five representative class averages corresponding to a view of the Dam1 dimer complex along its main axis. The long, flexible linker between the labeled subunit and the MBP tag gave rise to diffuse density for the MBP. However, in four cases, the MBP tags on the two complexes within a dimer were clearly visible, and the position of these two instances of extra density could be explained in terms of a single location in each of the complexes, as proposed at the bottom in the figure (the leftmost structure shows the domain nomenclature used). For the MBP-Ask1--containing complex the extra densities (marked by arrows in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) are compatible with labeling at the end of the bottom rod for each Dam1 complex (indicated by ball-and-chain schematics below). For the MBP--Duo1 complex the extra densities are most compatible with an MBP location off the central domain. For the MBP--Spc34 complex the extra densities are located at the top rod, whereas for the MBP--Spc19 complex the extra densities are more consistent with the MBP located at the end of the bottom rod (near the location of Ask1).

![Mapping the locations of MBPs in labeled Dam1 complexes. Top, class averages of four different MBP-labeled complexes, with the corresponding class average from wild-type complexes shown for comparison. Arrows point to extra densities attributed to the MBP in the labeled complexes. All of the class averages correspond to dimers, and thus two extra densities are typically seen for each particle. Bottom, the interpretation of MBP densities mapped onto the Dam1 dimer structure. The four main features in each monomer (top rod, central domain, protrusion, and bottom rod) are indicated for the wild type (black for top monomer complex, gray for the bottom one).](4335fig2){#F2}

[Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the proposed location of 5 of the 10 Dam1 complex subunits, based on the position of the four MBP labels just described and the previously reported position of the C-terminus of Dam1p ([@B31]). Each of the four largest proteins in the complex---Dam1p, Duo1p, Ask1p, and Spc34p---appears to occupy one of the three major domains---the top or bottom rod or the central domain---and would account for most of the mass density seen in each of their assigned structural regions. With half of the proteins and the great majority of the mass of the Dam1 complex now localized within the wild-type structure through EM imaging, it is possible to generate a model of the structural organization of the entire complex ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) by adding constraints from known biochemical interactions ([@B25]; [@B18]; [@B10]).

![(A) Structure of the Dam1 monomer complex with the locations inferred from our labeling experiments mapped onto it (left). (B) Schematic of the proposed subunit distribution within the complex using the information from our labeling studies (colored subunits localized by MBP labels; Dam1p position based on previous studies using a truncated form of Dam1p), as well as additional biochemical studies.](4335fig3){#F3}

The Dam1 complex fits into the ring structure without a major conformational change
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All previously reported EM imaging of the Dam1 complex in the absence of microtubules was carried out using rotary-shadowed ([@B17]) or negatively stained samples ([@B32]; [@B31]). The choice of these preparation methods was mostly due to the small size of the complex (∼200 kDa), which makes visualization difficult in the absence of staining agents. At the concentrations of the complex used for negative-stain EM (approximately subnanomolar) and physiological salt concentrations, the complex has a tendency to oligomerize into irregular arches of different sizes. At higher salt concentration the majority of complexes form dimers, with single complexes and trimers also present ([@B31]). We previously reported the 3D reconstruction of the Dam1 complex dimer using negative-stain and single-particle image analysis ([@B31]). In addition, cryo-EM was used to obtain the structure of the Dam1 complex assembled as double spirals around microtubules ([@B31]; [@B22]). When we attempted to dock the structure of a single Dam1 complex (obtained by segmentation of the two monomers in the negatively stained dimer, followed by averaging) into the structure of the Dam1 spirals, an obvious fit was not clear. Each Dam1 complex is rod shaped and ∼100 Å in length, with a central domain from which a protrusion emerges. A similar "protruding" density was visible in the spirals, reaching toward the microtubule surface and referred to as the bridge ([@B31]). Therefore we assumed that the protruding, bridge densities in the spiral corresponded to the protrusion in a single Dam1 complex (as indicated in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) but repeated in the series of monomers in the spiral. To reach this conclusion, we needed to invoke a large conformational change in a single complex upon its binding to the microtubule in order to fit the cryo-EM density of the Dam1 double spiral ([@B31]). Later we were able to obtain the cryo-EM structure of the Dam1 ring, likely a more physiologically relevant assembly form of the complex ([@B22]). Although the overall shape of the complex in the ring is not too different from the one in the double spirals, the change in shape was sufficient to make the previous docking of the single complex unsatisfactory and thus call into question the validity of our previous assumption of the necessity for a conformational change in the monomer as it assembles into a ring structure. In fact, the repeating shape in the ring was reminiscent of what we observed in the Dam1 dimer structure. To shed light on this issue, we decided to use cryo-EM to visualize the Dam1 complex in the absence of microtubules. These studies required much higher concentrations of the complex. When complex concentrations as high as 500 μM (1000-fold higher than used for negative stain) were used under physiological salt conditions (150 mM NaCl), we made the surprising observation that Dam1 rings clearly formed in the absence of microtubules ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This finding thus suggested that, in contrast to what we previously proposed ([@B31]), Dam1 does not need to undergo a large, tubulin-induced conformational change upon binding the microtubule in order to self-assemble into closed rings.

![The Dam1 complex forms rings and curved oligomers at high concentration in the absence of microtubules. (A) Cryo-EM micrograph of wild-type Dam1 complex over open holes at a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. Two rings are highlighted by dashed boxes. (B) Averaging and symmetrization of 52 rings produced a representative image of rings in the absence of microtubules (left). Comparison with a reprojection of the structure of the Dam1 ring assembled around microtubules (right) shows that no major conformational change is induced by the microtubule and that two rings are very similar. Scale bars in B, 20 nm.](4335fig4){#F4}

To further pursue the idea of ring assembly by Dam1 complexes without major conformational rearrangements, we carried out 2D classification and analysis of 52 ring images. Our analysis shows that these rings are composed of 15 repeats (Dam1 complex copies), in contrast with the 16 observed in rings around microtubules ([@B34]; [@B22]). Density averaging of the rings and imposition of this symmetry resulted in detailed class averages ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left). When compared with the reprojection of the structure of the Dam1 ring assembled around microtubules ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, right), it is clear that the repeating subunit has a very similar structure in both and that no major conformational change is induced by the microtubule. One small but significant difference between these two images in [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, which helps to explain how interpretation of previous results was erroneous, is that the bridge density facing the microtubules is not as clear in the absence of the tubulin polymer ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left), suggesting that it corresponds to a flexible region of the complex that is averaged out in studies carried out in the absence of microtubules but becomes at least partially ordered when involved in microtubule interactions. Indeed, the idea that the connections between the Dam1 complex and the microtubule involve flexible "arms" has been proposed based on biochemical data ([@B18]), which would explain the absence of these domains in the averaged, unassembled structure: they only become stabilized and therefore visible after averaging when bound to microtubules.

Without side views of the Dam1 rings in the absence of microtubules, we were prevented from obtaining a 3D reconstruction of these assemblies. We therefore used the present 2D analysis of the frozen-hydrated Dam1 rings as a guide to pursue the docking of the previous negative-stain Dam1 dimer structure (EMDB 1372; [@B31]) into the density of the full ring around microtubules (EMDB 5254; [@B22]). Of importance, if the bridge density in the cryo-EM reconstruction of the ring is not considered, eight negative-stain dimer structures can be directly placed around one ring, repeating the contacts between each complex within the dimer around the ring ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus the ring assembly on a microtubule is just a continuation of the self-association that Dam1 complexes experience on their own, likely facilitated by concentrating the complexes onto the microtubule lattice via interactions mediated by flexible structural elements. This conclusion is in agreement with our previously published observation that some Dam1 rings form in the absence of microtubules when the complex is bound to a lipid monolayer containing Ni-bound nitriloacetic acid lipids (which interacted with the His tag in the complex) or negatively charged phospholipids ([@B32]). The availability of this new docking model for the full ring around the microtubule allows us to place our Dam1 subunit localization findings within this larger context.

![Docking of dimer structures into the assembled ring. (A) Top view and (B) side view. Each dimer is shown in either yellow or blue, with varying hues to identify monomer subunits. The ring structure is shown as a gray mesh, and the microtubule is shown as solid gray.](4335fig5){#F5}

As shown in [Figures 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, a Dam1 dimer clearly fits into two consecutive repeats of the ring, with no observable conformational rearrangement necessary, if the protrusion in the structure of the complex is allowed to point outward instead of toward the microtubule, in opposition to what was previously proposed ([@B31]). This much more parsimonious docking perfectly agrees with the idea that ring assembly and closure are attained by repeating the contacts we previously described in the context of a Dam1-complex dimer. The bridge density in the ring that becomes more ordered upon binding to the microtubule appears to emanate from the central domain of the complex, from which density can be seen at a lower threshold both in the 3D reconstruction ([@B31]) and in 2D class averages (like those shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) of the negatively stained samples in the absence of microtubules.

![Docking of the subunit-"painted" monomer and dimer structures into the Dam1 ring structure. The microtubule (bottom left) is rendered as solid gray. One-fourth of the Dam1 ring is shown as a gray mesh. The excellent agreement of the densities for both dimer and monomer indicates that no large conformational changes occur during ring assembly and that the two interaction sites (Int1 and Int2) between monomers within the dimer are used for growth and closure of the ring. The color code for the subunits is indicated in the Dam1 monomer shown in the top right corner.](4335fig6){#F6}

Organization of Dam1 complex subunits within the Dam1 ring around microtubules
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The updated docking now allows us to fit the assembled structure of [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, showing the mapped subunits of the complex, and generate a model for the interaction sites in the assembled Dam1 ring around microtubules ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The Dam1 ring is assembled via two points of interaction between adjacent subunits. The first point (Int1) is distal from the microtubule: the protrusion extending from the central domain interacts with the top rod of the consecutive Dam1 complex, which was labeled in this work by MBP--Spc34. The central region of the protrusion, shown in gold in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, is reduced in the unassembled structure of ΔC-Dam1 mutant complex ([@B31]), indicating that it is formed in part by the C-terminus of Dam1p.

Ask1p appears to form the bulk of the bottom rod of the Dam1 complex monomer ([Figures 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The end of this domain joins with the central domain of the next complex along a ring, forming the second oligomerization interface, Int2. The N-terminal domain of Ask1p localized by our MBP tag was previously shown to be the region that interacts with the rest of the complex ([@B10]). It is noticeable that in that study the vast majority of Ask1p does not appear to participate in binding interactions with the rest of the complex. Its large C-terminal region contains two Cdc28 phosphorylation sites. In our structural model this region would likely correspond to the tip of the bottom rod, which touches the central domain of the adjacent monomer. If this interface did contain the Cdc28 phosphorylation sites, it would constitute an additional mechanism for the regulation of Dam1 assembly. One important question concerning the interpretation of the interaction study by [@B10]) is whether the pairwise interactions represent intracomplex or intercomplex interactions.

To independently verify the subunit arrangement proposed in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, we obtained cryo-EM reconstructions for two of the MBP-tagged complexes. Unfortunately, the reconstruction of the double-Dam1 spiral formed using the MBP--Spc34p complex did not render a clear density difference map when compared with the assembly of the wild-type complex (data not shown). However, the double spiral formed by the MBP--Ask1 Dam1 complex does show extra density on the inner face of the spiral, in agreement with the position of Ask1 in our model (Supplemental Figure S3).

Of interest, the C-terminal domains of both Dam1p and Ask1p were shown not to participate in intracomplex interactions and to be posttranslationally modified by mitotic regulatory proteins ([@B3]; [@B15]; [@B35]; [@B26]). These regions are both, however, positioned at interfaces between complexes in the ring, suggesting that these C-terminal domains may be important interfaces for complex oligomerization and that their posttranslational modification may regulate their function in vivo by regulating their assembly state. Phosphomimetic mutants of both Dam1p and Spc34p were shown to specifically decrease binding between those two proteins in what we are proposing is an intercomplex interface ([@B25]). Indeed, our previous EM analysis of phosphomimetic Dam1p complexes showed decreased dimer and ring formation but no obvious destabilization of the decameric complex, suggesting that the Spc34p--Dam1p interaction modulated by phosphorylation is between complexes ([@B31]). According to our structural model, phosphorylation of Dam1p, Spc34p, or both would weaken this outer interface and therefore reduce oligomerization.

Dam1p is a major target of the spindle checkpoint kinase Ipl1p, and phosphorylation of the Dam1 complex promotes detachment of kinetochores, thereby "resetting" the kinetochore for another try at correct bioriented spindle attachment ([@B3]). Of interest, a phosphomimetic mutant of the Ipl1p sites in Dam1p (three of four of which are at the Dam1p C-terminus) shows little effect on the binding of the Dam1 complex to the microtubule but causes a reduction in ring assembly ([@B32]). This finding agrees with a distant location of this region from the microtubule and its close location to the protrusion tip involved in Int1. Thus our proposed docking would suggest a model in which phosphorylation of Dam1p by Ipl1p weakens this distal interface and disrupts oligomerization, causing ring breakdown while leaving the flexible domain that is responsible for microtubule binding unchanged. Our model suggests that one role of Ipl1p might be to regulate the formation of the Dam1 ring and cause the kinetochore to lose this processive attachment to the spindle.

As mentioned earlier, the second interface, labeled Int2 in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, is formed by the interaction between the Ask1--MBP lobe and the large, central domain of the next Dam1 complex. This central domain likely contains several subunits. From previous interaction maps and our labeling studies, this domain is likely to include a significant part of Duo1p and Dam1p, the small proteins Dad1p and Dad3p, and possibly elements of Spc34p and Spc19p. Therefore it is unclear exactly which subunit(s) are involved in this second interface. As with Int1, Int2 may contain modified residues that could regulate assembly. Both Dam1p and Ask1p are posttranslationally modified. Dam1p is methylated in vivo by Set1 at lysine 233 ([@B35]) and phosphorylated by Ipl1 on serines S20, S257, S265, and S292 ([@B3]) and Mps1 on serines S13, S49, S217, S218, S221, and S232 ([@B26]). Mutating these regulatory sites causes spindle defects in vivo ([@B3]; [@B35]). Ask1p is phosphorylated at two sites on its C-terminus by Cdc28. Abolishing phosphorylation at these sites in vivo sickens temperature-sensitive *ask1* mutant yeast ([@B15]).

The present model locates the largest subunits of the complex, Dam1p and Spc34p, most outwardly in the ring and thus points at them as major potential sites of interaction with other kinetochore components. In agreement with this proposal, two-hybrid and binding assays identified these two Dam1-complex subunits as interacting with the Ndc80p subunit of the Ndc80 complex ([@B25]). Of importance, this interaction was shown to be regulated by phosphorylation. A functional, direct interaction between these two complexes was indeed recently demonstrated in vitro ([@B13]; [@B28]).

On the other hand, Duo1p is the most proximal subunit to the microtubule surface based on our studies. Both Dam1p and Duo1p were reported to bind to microtubules ([@B9]; [@B4]). Now that we have mapped the C-terminus of Dam1p within the outer arms of the ring, it seems likely that the N-terminal region of Dam1p and some or all of Duo1p are contributing to the flexible domains seen extending inward toward the microtubule ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Limited proteolysis experiments showed Dam1p, Ask1p, and Duo1p to be digested after a 2-h treatment with elastase, both with and without microtubules ([@B18]). Of interest, the N-terminal portion of Duo1p seemed to be cleaved specifically. This suggests that the C-terminal domain of Duo1p and the N-terminal domain of Dam1p make up the microtubule-binding interface. Ask1p may be a flexible attachment to other elements in the kinetochore or the microtubule, although no microtubule-binding activity has been attributed to it.

In summary, through labeling experiments, using both mutants and MBP fusion constructs, we have now localized five of the 10 proteins subunits within the Dam1 complex. This information, combined with protein--protein interaction studies, has led us to propose a model for the layout of the complex and to suggest the involvement of different subunits in self-assembly contacts and in interactions with microtubules and other kinetochore components. The N-termini of Ask1p and Spc34p and the C-terminal domain of Dam1p are all at or near interfaces between Dam1 complexes within the ring. Each of these subunits is posttranslationally modified during mitosis by regulatory kinases and/or methyltransferases, suggesting that these interactions may be modulated by the spindle checkpoint in order to ensure correct chromosome segregation.

Previous structural data led us to conclude that the Dam1 complex underwent a large conformational change upon binding the microtubule ([@B31]). Our image analysis of Dam1 rings formed in the absence of microtubules and the cryo-EM structure of the ring form of Dam1 around microtubules now allow us to propose a more convincing and parsimonious docking of the monomer complex within the ring. These studies strongly indicate that in fact there is not a large conformational change on the Dam1 complex upon binding to the microtubule and that the intercomplex interfaces seen in the Dam1 complex dimer are indeed preserved within the ring around microtubules.

With the complex defined at the resolution of 3 nm in several different forms, much could be learned from an atomic structure of either the full complex or any of the subcomplexes that are stable. Unfortunately, no Dam1 component structures have been reported. The labeling data and unique shape of the complex would allow for an unambiguous fit of an atomic structure into both the assembled and unassembled structures. This could lead to a mechanistic understanding of Dam1 function and would undoubtedly suggest many further experiments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Purification of MBP-tagged recombinant Dam1 complexes
-----------------------------------------------------

Tagged Dam1 complexes were produced by the MacroLab user facility (QB3, University of California, Berkeley) using the following strategy. The 6xHis tag present on Hsk3p in a previously described PolyCistronic vector containing all 10 wild-type proteins ([@B32]) was removed. Each of the 10 wild-type genes was cloned into an MBP fusion plasmid (6xHis-MBP-\[22 amino acid linker\]-protein). Generation of the tagged complexes involved coexpression of two plasmids at a time, the PolyCistronic vector for the 10 wild-type proteins lacking a tag, and one of the MBP-protein plasmids containing also a 6xHis tag. Each complex was then purified through the 6xHis tag using nickel bead chromatography followed by gel filtration.

Electron microscopy and image analysis
--------------------------------------

The tagged complexes were prepared for negative-stain EM as previously described for the wild-type complex, with small modifications ([@B31]), except that the samples were prepared without an extra "sandwich" layer of carbon. Each complex was imaged on a Tecnai 12 microscope with either film or a 4k × 4k digital CMOS Tietz camera (Tietz Video and Image Processing Systems, [www.tvips.com](http://www.tvips.com)). Data from both sources were treated using the same computational approaches. Images were assessed visually for good stain, and particles were then manually selected without regard for whether they appeared to be monomeric or dimeric versions of the complex. Reference-free class averages were then generated using an iterative alignment and classification script using the IMAGIC ([@B30]) and CAN ([@B20]; [@B23]) software packages. The docking of the negatively stained Dam1 complex dimer density into the cryo-EM ring reconstruction was performed using the symmetrical fit command in the UCSF Chimera package ([@B21]), which allowed us to account for the symmetry of the ring and the multiple dimer copies in an automated and objective way.

Supplementary Material
======================
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